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Executive Summary
The Swiss National Centre of Competence in Research (NCCR) North-South is an in-
ternational research programme on global change and sustainable development. One of 
the NCCR North-South’s goals is to improve research structures in Switzerland and in 
the South. To this end, the NCCR North-South provides research funding and training 
for Swiss and Southern PhD students, among others. Swiss PhD students conduct their 
research in the global South in close collaboration with local researchers on site. NCCR 
North-South research is conducted in an interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary manner. 
This means that researchers from different disciplines work together in research groups 
(interdisciplinarity) and with partners from outside academia (transdisciplinarity).

The NCCR North-South has specifi c aims with regard to the kinds of careers pursued 
by its trainees. It is hoped that former PhD students will obtain high-level positions 
either in research or in policymaking and decision-making professions. In this way, 
the NCCR North-South seeks to train experts who use the positions they acquire in 
policy and research fi elds to directly contribute to sustainable development. The pre-
sent report is based on a survey of 83 NCCR North-South alumni – former PhD stu-
dents – conducted in an effort to fi nd out whether the NCCR North-South’s aims were 
achieved, specifi cally with regard to capacity development and career building.

At the beginning of this report, we provide a short introduction to the NCCR North-
South and its training concept. We then present the results of our survey: fi rst, we 
look at the socio-economic and educational background of alumni in terms of sex, 
age, country of origin, and socio-economic situation. Without looking at the data, one 
might assume that the programme mainly reproduces existing elites by enabling stu-
dents from higher social strata in the South to further consolidate their favourable 
position in society. However, as the survey results demonstrate, around one-fourth of 
our students in the South came from lower social strata and families of origin with 
lower education levels. Indeed, rather than simply reproducing elites in the South, 
the NCCR North-South has provided people in disadvantaged positions the chance to 
advance their careers.

Second, we look at alumni’s careers before and during the PhD, including their prior 
university degrees, work experience, scientifi c output in connection with their PhD, 
and efforts towards societal outcomes. We show that a large part of alumni were by no 
means inexperienced prior to beginning their PhD. Many already had several years of 
post-graduate training when they joined our programme and/or had several years of 
work experience in the fi eld of sustainable development – whether in research, appli-
cation, or both. Further, our results show that alumni produced scientifi c publications 
and successfully communicated with non-academic partners during their PhD. 

Third, examining the career patterns of NCCR North-South alumni after their 
PhD, we show that most NCCR North-South alumni chose careers in research, and 
not in development-related professions outside academia. Moreover, we show that the 
PhD produced a clear “career boost” among alumni in the South: 65% of Southern 
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Alumni had a high-level position at the time of the survey. This percentage was much 
higher than in the North, where only 38% were in high-level positions. We found no 
evidence of gender differences regarding obtainment of high-level positions in the 
North or the South. Nevertheless, particularly in the South, it appears more diffi cult 
for women to get on the academic path to a PhD, but once they have a PhD, the degree 
appears to outweigh obstacles of gender discrimination. Our data also show that most 
alumni continued working on issues related to sustainable development, with the ma-
jority involved in the topic of natural resources. In addition, and crucially, the NCCR 
North-South did not contribute to the phenomenon of “brain drain”: more than 90% of 
Southern alumni were working in a Southern country at the time of the survey. 

Fourth, we evaluate the NCCR North-South’s support of alumni in terms of fund-
ing, training, and career support. Our results show that Southern alumni benefi tted 
more from the NCCR North-South training than Northern alumni. They agreed more 
often than Northern alumni that the NCCR North-South had contributed to their basic 
research skills (e.g., qualitative and quantitative research methods) and their soft skills 
(e.g., communication and language skills, computing, and scientifi c writing). This 
might be attributed to the fact that formal training opportunities are relatively scarce in 
the global South, whereas PhD students in the North already have access to a wealth of 
training opportunities such as scientifi c conferences, summer schools, and colloquia.
 
The fi nal section of this report summarises the conclusions of our evaluation and 
provides recommendations for the future. We emphasise that the NCCR North-South 
programme was particularly important for Southern alumni: they benefi tted more 
from the training, and obtainment of a PhD boosted their career. Further, the training 
concept of the NCCR North-South – building research groups in the global South – 
was successful in preventing “brain drain”. We therefore recommend investing more 
funding in further development of research capacity in the global South. The fact 
that Southern alumni’s obtainment of a PhD enabled them to quickly acquire leading 
positions at Southern universities indicates that highly educated researchers with ad-
vanced degrees are in demand in the global South. In this way, the experts trained by 
the NCCR North-South will enable training of more students and researchers in the 
South, creating a virtuous cycle of increasing highly skilled individuals committed to 
sustainable development at home.
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1 Introduction

1.1  Developing research capacity for sustainable 
development: the NCCR North-South

The NCCR North-South is an international programme for research in the fi eld of 
global change and sustainable development. Based on research partnerships between 
scholars in Switzerland and in the global South, the programme seeks to fi nd innova-
tive solutions to diverse challenges involving natural resources, health, social con-
fl icts, poverty, governance, and more. The NCCR North-South is co-funded by the 
Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF), the Swiss Agency for Development and 
Cooperation (SDC), and the participating institutions.

In its effort to contribute to sustainable development, one of the NCCR North-South’s 
core goals is to improve research capacity in the global South1. Research – resulting 
in the generation of knowledge and technology – has been crucial to the advancement 
of industrialised countries towards broad-based wealth and social security. The NCCR 
North-South assumes that research and knowledge are prerequisites for development 
in low-income countries as well. However, there is currently a major imbalance be-
tween developing and wealthy countries regarding the number of researchers per mil-
lion and the favourability of research conditions in terms of funding and career options 
(UNESCO [United Nations Educational Scientifi c and Cultural Organization] 2011). 

Not all kinds of research aim to promote development that is sustainable. By sustain-
able development, we mean development that is not only directed towards economic 
growth, but also respects the limits of our ecosystem and reduces existing social dis-
parities between and within nations. This principle guides the NCCR North-South 
research approach. 

Research for sustainable development involves highly complex human–environment 
systems that encompass biophysical, economic, social, and political aspects. This kind 
of research goes beyond traditional disciplinary science. Researchers must develop 
transdisciplinary skills that enable them to communicate and work productively with 
scientists from other disciplines (interdisciplinarity) as well as with non-scientists 
(Herweg et al. 2012). Such skills include developing a relevant research question in 
close collaboration with non-academic partners, continuously communicating with 
partners throughout the research cycle, and applying relevant results in practice. The 
NCCR North-South emphasises these skills when training PhD students.

1  The NCCR North-South’s four principle goals are listed in the programme’s proposal for Phase 3 (NCCR North-
South 2009, p. 14). They are listed in order of their relevance to the programme: (a) Research goal: to conduct dis-
ciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary research aiming to promote sustainable development and mitigate 
syndromes of global change; (b) Capacity development goal: to help strengthen institutions, primarily by building 
individual competence and capacity for developing socially robust knowledge for mitigation action; (c) Empower-
ment goal: to support societies in partner countries and institutions in their efforts to address syndromes in their 
regions and fi nd means to mitigate them; (d) Structural goal: to develop a Swiss network of excellence in sustainable 
development research with high international recognition and linkage, and based on individual centres of excellence 
in research partnerships and on formal interuniversity training at post-graduate levels in Switzerland.
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The NCCR North-South has specifi c aims with regard to the kinds of careers pursued 
by its graduates. It is hoped that former PhD students will obtain high-level posi-
tions involving either research or policymaking and decision-making. Their training 
in transdisciplinary research is expected to enable them to conduct their own relevant, 
high-quality research; to improve others’ research capacity as teachers and lecturers; 
or – for those working outside academia – to absorb and employ research knowledge 
as decision-makers in policy settings or in the business community. In this way, the 
NCCR North-South seeks to educate experts in the global South who implement the 
principle of sustainable development both in research and practice. For this approach 
to be effective, Southern researchers must (i) remain in or return to their country of 
origin and (ii) obtain employment in their fi eld of expertise.

The present report is the third in the NCCR North-South’s “reports on effectiveness” 
series (Michel et al. 2010; Heim et al. 2011). This series documents the programme’s 
impact on society and research, as its planned 12-year run nears conclusion. The fi rst 
two reports on effectiveness dealt with the impact of NCCR North-South research 
on policy and development practice in the global South. Based on an internal evalu-
ation, the present report aims to shed light on the NCCR North-South’s effectiveness 
in strengthening research capacity. The next section briefl y summarises the concept 
behind NCCR North-South training. And the last section of this chapter describes 
the evaluation methods used to assess the programme’s effectiveness in strengthening 
research capacity.

1.2 The NCCR North-South training concept

In its effort to foster research capacity, the NCCR North-South offers funding for PhD 
studies (and some bachelor’s- and master’s-level studies) in Switzerland and in the 
global South, as well as different kinds of training and career support for PhD students. 
In the past decade, 227 PhD studies were funded, 136 (60%) of them in the global 
South. The PhDs are supervised by academics in Switzerland and in the Southern 
countries. The NCCR North-South particularly aims to promote Southern and female 
researchers as well as to reduce the gender-gap and the North-South gap regarding 
scientifi c publications and career advancement. 

In contrast to other training programmes that attract Southern researchers to universi-
ties in wealthier nations, the NCCR North-South trains Southern PhD students in their 
home countries in close collaboration with local universities and research institutes. 
The goal is to minimise the risk of “brain train”: highly educated experts leaving their 
home countries to work in the industrialised world. Swiss PhD students also conduct 
their research on-site in the global South in close collaboration with local researchers 
and institutions.

NCCR North-South research is spread between thematic research groups. Each re-
search group includes senior and junior researchers from Switzerland and Southern 
countries. The groups facilitate close collaboration between researchers from the 
North and the South and from different disciplines. Hence, in addition to the guidance 
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they receive from their PhD supervisor, students receive support from senior research-
ers within their research group. Further, PhD students not only receive training in 
their specifi c discipline – including its theories, approaches, and methods – but also in 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research.

Besides “on-the-job” training, the NCCR North-South organises special training 
events. These events aim to strengthen basic research skills (e.g., qualitative and quan-
titative research methods, scientifi c writing), interdisciplinary research skills (e.g., 
sharing of methods), and transdisciplinary research skills (e.g., communication with 
non-academic partners). Especially with regard to transdisciplinary skills, the NCCR 
North-South has developed a specifi c integrative training approach: PhD candidates 
work with non-academic actors during joint fi eldwork on a case study, enabling the 
students to see problems through different actors’ eyes and to formulate transdiscipli-
nary research questions and methodologies. This training concept was developed and 
continuously adapted over the previous 11 years and published in the Guidelines for 
Integrative Training (Herweg et al. 2012).

In addition, the Management Centre of the NCCR North-South offers training and 
career-related services for PhD students. These include personalised support for scien-
tifi c writing, professional skills development (e.g., workshops on work–life balance, 
time management, networking, holding presentations), and an Internet platform that 
enables alumni (i.e., former PhD students) to continuously update their profi le and stay 
in contact.

1.3 Evaluation methods

To compile the present report, we contacted alumni and asked them to complete an 
online questionnaire about their career and their experience with the NCCR North-
South. To develop the questionnaire, we conducted an extensive review of NCCR 
North-South proposals and annual reporting from the previous 10 years. Based on this 
review, we formulated the evaluation questions. 

The questions were initially discussed with Management Centre staff in charge of 
education, training, career building, and advancement of women as well as with the 
programme coordinator. Next, the evaluation questions were further discussed and 
adapted in consultation with the Regional Coordinators of each of the NCCR North-
South partnership regions. For this purpose, a focus group was conducted in March 
2011.

Based on the review and internal discussions, we developed the questionnaire. It was 
then converted into an online survey and sent to all Regional Coordinators for ap-
proval. Finally, the survey was tested with fi ve alumni. This helped us identify errors 
and optimise the questions. The entire process was supported by an external consultant 
who had conducted an extensive tracer study of former PhD students at the University 
of Bern. The questionnaire was then translated into Spanish and French, enabling the 
majority of alumni to complete the survey in a language they command. 
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All alumni were informed about the planned survey and asked to confi rm their e-
mail address in July 2011. In cases where alumni did not respond, we contacted their 
colleagues or supervisors to obtain their current address. Further, some alumni were 
located via Facebook and other social media. By the end of 2011, we had valid ad-
dresses for 111 of 112 alumni: there was only one alumnus who could not be located. 
Of these 111 alumni, 83 completed the questionnaire. A raffl e (three $100 Amazon gift 
cards) was organised to incentivise participation. All statistics were performed using 
SPSS 18.

In the following chapter, we present the results of this evaluation. For most of the vari-
ables, we analysed North-South differences as well as gender differences. However, 
we found little evidence of gender differences – only those that appeared relevant are 
reported below.
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2 Results

2.1 Sample description

In this section, we examine the characteristics of the alumni survey participants in 
terms of sex, country of origin, socio-economic background, age, and number of chil-
dren. There are two main reasons for a closer look at these sample characteristics. 
First, the NCCR North-South has worked for 10 years in a highly diverse context 
with people from all over the globe. Examining these characteristics sheds light on 
this diversity. The participants in the survey came from 27 different countries: about 
half were from Switzerland, Germany, and France, while the other half came from 24 
countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America (see Figure 1). Male Southern researchers 
were over-represented, whereas female Southern researchers were the smallest group 
of participants. 

Second, the NCCR North-South seeks to aid development of experts in the South – 
PhD graduates who go on to obtain leading positions in academia, administration, 
politics, or business, and in these positions support the development of their country. 
Some may see a risk of the programme aiding reproduction of an existing class of 
elites, by giving students from higher social strata in the South the opportunity to 
further consolidate their favourable position in society. However, as the results of our 
evaluation show, about one-fourth of the students from the South came from lower 
social strata and families of origin with a lower level of education. For this reason, we 
argue that the NCCR North-South programme has not simply reproduced an existing 
class of Southern elites. In many cases, it has provided people in disadvantaged posi-
tions the chance to advance their career.

2.1.1 Sex and country of origin

By December 2011, 111 alumni had completed their PhD within the NCCR North-
South programme. Eighty-three alumni completed our survey, equalling a very strong 
response rate of 75%. Table 1 shows the male–female ratio of participants from the 
North and the South. The largest group by far were male, Southern alumni (40%), 
while the proportion of female Southern alumni was considerably smaller (13%). 
These numbers approximately represent the male–female and North–South ratios of 
PhD students for the NCCR North-South as a whole, including alumni who did not 
participate in the survey. The response rate was somewhat higher among female alum-
ni (82%) versus male alumni (71%) as well as among Northern alumni (78%) versus 
Southern alumni (72%).
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Table 1: Male–female ratio in the North and South. (N=83)

Male

N (%)

Female

N (%)

Total

N (%)

North 18 (22%) 21 (25%) 39 (47%)

South 33 (40%) 11 (13%) 44 (53%)

Total 51 (61%) 32 (39%) 83 (100%)

Figure 1 shows the countries of origin of NCCR North-South alumni. Thirty-nine 
alumni were from Northern countries (Switzerland, Germany, and France), while 44 
alumni were from Southern countries (13 from Asia, seven from Latin America, and 
24 from Africa). As each of the 24 countries in the global South has its own educa-
tion system and particular cultural, societal, and political characteristics, our sample 
may be considered very heterogeneous. Thus, when referring to “Southern” alumni 
throughout this report, it is important to keep this diversity in mind. Moreover, be-
cause of the small numbers of participants in each country or region, no regional com-
parisons will be made.

Figure 1: Countries of origin. (Map by Simone Kummer)

2.1.2 Socio-economic background

According to their own statements, 65% of alumni in the South were from lower-class 
or lower-middle-class backgrounds, while 66% of alumni in the North were from up-
per-middle or upper-class backgrounds (see Figure 2). This difference was statistically 
signifi cant (p=.03)2.

2  p refers to the signifi cance level. A p value below .05 is considered statistically signifi cant. The lower the p value, 
the lower the error probability (e.g., p=.05 means that the error probability is 5%).
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Figure 2: Socio-economic background of alumni. (N=83)

We also asked alumni about the highest academic degree achieved by their mother and 
father. The results are displayed in Figure 3. We asked them to separately indicate the 
highest degree achieved by their respective parents. The bars show the percentage of 
cases where either one or both parents achieved a particular degree, with precedence 
given to the highest degree obtained (e.g., if the father obtained a bachelor’s degree 
and the mother a PhD, it is labelled as “second stage of tertiary education”).

Figure 3: Parents’ highest academic degree. (N=81)

Figure 3 highlights a clear difference between alumni in the North and the South: 
in the North, 90% of parents had achieved a post-secondary degree; nearly half of 
them even a tertiary degree. In the South, 52% had either no formal education or a 
primary or secondary degree, while 49% had a tertiary degree. Pearson’s chi-squared 
test revealed the difference to be statistically signifi cant (p=.03). The socio-economic 
background of alumni was highly correlated with the educational background of their 
parents (r=.5, p<.001, Pearson Correlation). 
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Moreover, a signifi cant difference between the sexes emerged in the South (p=.02). 
All of the alumni whose parents (both) had no formal education were male. And 
among those alumni whose parents had solely completed a primary or secondary 
education, 73% were also male. This result might be interpreted as evidence that 
Southern men have an easier time beginning an academic career even if their family 
of origin has little or no education. Due to our small sample size, we cannot confi rm 
such a hypothesis.

Aside from asking them directly about their socio-economic background, we used two 
additional indicators to measure whether alumni were from privileged social strata, 
particularly in the South: studying abroad and studying at private universities. We 
found that most alumni had obtained their previous university degrees in their country 
of origin. Among Southern alumni, eight had achieved a degree in a European country 
before starting their PhD. In addition, most alumni (88%) had studied at state universi-
ties. 

Finally, we asked alumni about grants they had received before their PhD. Such fel-
lowships are highly competitive and are thus an indicator of academic performance. 
Nearly half of students in the South had received a grant. Most often, these grants were 
provided by the government of their country of origin or the university itself. Some of 
the Southern alumni also received grants from donors such as the German Academic 
Exchange Service (DAAD), the International Foundation for Science (IFS), the Nor-
wegian government, the Wellcome Trust, and the Optimus Foundation. In the North, 
only four alumni had received a grant before starting their PhD, two of which came 
from the NCCR North-South itself.

2.2 Career before and during the PhD

In this section, we look at the “educational career” of NCCR North-South alumni in 
terms of university degrees and specifi c disciplines, as well as their work experience 
prior to starting a PhD. The results indicate that a large proportion of alumni were any-
thing but inexperienced prior to beginning their PhD. Many of them already had sev-
eral years of post-graduate training under their belt when they joined our programme 
and/or had several years of work experience in the fi eld of sustainable development, 
whether in research, practice, or both. Finally, we shed light on the scientifi c output 
of alumni regarding publications and conference contributions, as well as on societal 
outcomes achieved by channelling research evidence into policy and practice.

2.2.1 Academic degrees and disciplines

Several differences were found between Northern and Southern alumni when looking 
at the number and kind of university degrees they had obtained before starting a PhD. 
In Switzerland, it is possible to start a PhD right after the university degree. By con-
trast, in Southern countries, the educational system is often not as highly standardised 
as the European one when it comes to the PhD track. A university degree typically 
does not entitle a student to directly start a PhD – they often have to complete a mas-
ter’s degree before starting their PhD. 
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Our data confi rmed this situation, as more Southern (77%) than Northern alumni 
(51%) had obtained two or three university degrees before starting their PhD. Ac-
cordingly, Southern male alumni started their PhD at an older age (M=35.1, SD=5.5)3  
than all other participants (M=30.9, SD=4.5) (p<.001). The mean duration of the PhD 
was 4.6 years, with a slightly higher average among Southern (M=4.8, SE=1.7) ver-
sus Northern students (M=4.3, SD=1). NCCR North-South alumni came from a very 
broad range of academic disciplines (see Figure 4).

Figure 4:  Disciplines of PhD study. (N=83)

Alumni from Switzerland overwhelmingly had backgrounds in geography and other 
earth sciences. The social and political sciences, as well as agriculture, environmental 
studies, and forestry were more frequent in the South than in the North. As a dis-
cipline, economics was almost entirely missing from the picture. This stems from 
the thematic composition of the NCCR North-South research consortium. The NCCR 
North-South review panel has already criticised the lack of economics expertise at 
several junctures.

Further, our results confi rm that the NCCR North-South is not a programme directed 
solely towards highly specialised researchers in individual disciplines. In both the 
North and the South, 67% of alumni remained in the discipline of their prior university 
degree when pursuing their PhD; however, 33% switched disciplines. Seven alumni 
even switched from the social sciences to health and life sciences or vice versa. Such 
changes between social and natural sciences are remarkable, as they often require 
adopting a completely different knowledge system. Alumni who have studied more 
than one discipline may be in a better position to understand researchers with different 
expertise when working together in interdisciplinary teams.

2.2.2 Work experience before starting PhD

The majority of alumni (58%) had several years of work experience before starting 
their PhD (M=6.3, SD=5.0, Median=4). By far the greatest number of participants 
with work experience had been employed by universities or research institutes, both 
in the North and the South (32%). About 13% in the North and South had worked for 
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a non-governmental organisation (NGO). In the North, 26% had worked in the private 
sector. All other categories were mentioned less frequently (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Institutions where alumni had worked before starting their PhD. (N=83)

Out of the 48 alumni who had been employed before starting their PhD, 44 (92%) indi-
cated that their work involved at least one topic related to sustainable development; 22 
even had work experience involving two or more topics of sustainable development. 
The topics are displayed in Figure 6. The fi gure shows that natural resources were the 
most frequent fi eld of experience of NCCR North-South alumni (mentioned by about 
60% of those with work experience): specifi cally, they had backgrounds in geogra-
phy, agriculture, environmental studies, and forestry. In the South, 30% of alumni 
had worked in poverty eradication or health and sanitation. Issues related to social 
inequalities – gender and ethnic minorities – were reported more frequent in the South 
than in the North. All other topics were mentioned by less than 10% of alumni in both 
the North and the South.

Figure 6:  Topics related to sustainable development with which alumni had worked prior to their PhD. (N=48)

Finally, we also looked at the countries where alumni had worked before their PhD. The 
majority of Northern alumni (61%) already had work experience in a Southern country 
before starting their PhD, whereas most Southern alumni (91%) had only worked in 
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their country of origin. Since NCCR North-South research is mainly focused on de-
veloping countries, the pre-PhD work experience in these Southern countries – among 
both Northern and Southern alumni – may be considered a real asset.

2.2.3 Scientifi c output of the PhDs

The scientifi c output generated by alumni during their PhD is relevant for several 
reasons. Publications such as books and peer-reviewed articles are a prerequisite for 
a scientifi c career in most academic disciplines. Peer-reviewed articles, in particular, 
have gained in importance over the last decade. Further, attending conferences is very 
important at the PhD stage, as students must build and extend their network and ex-
change their knowledge and experiences with other scholars. Moreover, presenting 
NCCR North-South research at conferences contributes to international acknowledge-
ment of the programme and its overall reputation.

When looking at the publications produced during the PhD phase, we found that on 
average (Median) Northern alumni had produced one book chapter, and alumni both 
in the North and South had produced one peer-reviewed and one non-peer-reviewed 
article (see Table 2). These data must be interpreted with caution. Many alumni left the 
question blank, resulting in 67% missing data. We added the missing values to the zero 
values, assuming that alumni who left the fi eld blank had not produced a publication.

Table 2: Number of publications during PhD. (N= 83)

None

N(%)

1–2

N(%)

3 or more

N(%)

N S N S N S

Books (monographs) 28 (72%) 41 (93%) 11 (28%) 3 (7%) 0 0

Book chapters 18 (46%) 25 (57%) 15 (39%) 13 (30%) 6 (16%) 6 (14%)

Peer-reviewed articles 14 (36%) 15 (34%) 16 (41%) 17 (40%) 9 (23%) 12 (27%)

Non-peer-reviewed articles 19 (49%) 22 (50%) 17 (44%) 13 (30%) 3 (8%) 9 (21%)

Reports 20 (51%) 26 (59%) 12 (31%) 7 (16%) 7 (18%) 11 (25%)

Note: N: North (N=39), S: South (N=44)

In addition, we asked alumni about their participation at scientifi c conferences and 
about presentations of their own work. Most of them had visited up to fi ve conferences 
during their PhD, and the majority had presented their work at conferences at least 
once during their PhD (see Table 3).

Table 3: Number of conferences attended and presentations held at conferences. (N= 83)

None 1–5 More than 5

N S N S N S

Conference: participation 2 (5%) 1 (2%) 26 (67%) 26 (59%) 11 (28%) 15 (34%)

Conference: presentation 4 (10%) 2 (4%) 31 (80%) 31 (70%) 4 (10%) 11 (25%)

Note: N: North (N=38); S: South (N=44)
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2.2.4 Societal outcomes of the PhD

As described in the introduction, the NCCR North-South also seeks to achieve out-
comes beyond academia through its transdisciplinary research approach. For this rea-
son, we asked alumni whether they had managed to collaborate with non-academic 
partners in an effort to channel their research results into policy and practice. Indeed, 
about 50% of alumni reported that their data, tools, and recommendations had been 
taken up by non-academic partners, such as local or national governments, local 
NGOs, or international organisations (IOs) (see Figure 7).

Figure 7:  Percentage of alumni who felt that their data, tools, or recommendations had been taken up 
by specifi c non-academic partners. (N=83)

Many more Southern (66%) than Northern alumni (23%) felt they had achieved out-
comes involving the governments of Southern countries. This difference was statistically 
signifi cant (p<.001). With regard to the other non-academic partners, North–South dif-
ferences in perceived impact were found, but none were statistically signifi cant. As legal 
citizens of Southern countries, Southern alumni likely have easier access to government 
representatives in these countries. However, the percentage of Southern alumni report-
ing having had an impact on national governments is still remarkably high and cannot 
be solely attributed to their citizenship. Our data do not enable full interpretation of this 
result. For such an interpretation, we would need to know more about the importance of 
science in the societies and politics of the respective countries and how local policymak-
ers use scientifi c knowledge. However, as our sample included PhD students from 24 
different countries, analysis of such complex questions is essentially impossible.

2.3 Career after completing the PhD

In this section, we will examine the career patterns of alumni following their PhD. 
The NCCR North-South’s stated goal in terms of alumni careers reads as follows: “… 
NCCR North-South researchers have jobs in academic and non-academic sustainable 
development professions worldwide and more female and Southern researchers have 
higher positions” (NCCR North-South 2009, p.313). Keeping this goal in mind, we 
were interested to learn whether NCCR North-South alumni worked in research or 
development professions, or both, and whether the special aim of promoting female 
and Southern researchers was achieved. 
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We found that after completing their PhD, nearly 60% of alumni in the North and 
South were employed at a university or research institute. Thus, the NCCR North-
South has clearly contributed to research careers, but less to careers in sustainable de-
velopment-related professions within NGOs or IOs. This latter result was unexpected. 
Nevertheless, our data also show that NCCR North-South alumni are far from working 
exclusively in “ivory towers”: more than 50% of the alumni working in research fi elds 
stated that they regularly shared their research with non-academic partners.
  
Our data revealed differences between Northern and Southern alumni regarding their 
post-PhD career trajectory: in the South, obtainment of a PhD had an immediate ca-
reer-boosting effect. At the time of the survey, 60% of Southern alumni were in high-
level positions (e.g., leadership roles or middle management), nearly twice as many as 
prior to the PhD. In the North, no such career-boosting effect was readily apparent. We 
did not fi nd any gender differences with regard to high-level positions.

Beyond their career status, we also looked at the achievements of alumni such as pub-
lications, awards, and acquisitions of funding for research and development projects. 
Especially for alumni working in research fi elds, these achievements are indicators of 
professional success. We found no major North–South differences or gender differenc-
es with regard to such achievements. This is an important result, as it shows that the 
NCCR North-south has contributed to overcoming the gender and North–South gap 
with regard to publication output. Finally, our results revealed that more than 90% of 
Southern alumni remained in their country of origin: clearly showing that the NCCR 
North-South has not contributed to “brain drain”.

2.3.1 Research careers versus careers in sustainable development

At the time of the survey, NCCR North-South alumni were anywhere between their 
fi rst and tenth year following PhD completion, with the average being four years 
post PhD completion. The time since PhD was signifi cantly longer among Northern 
(M=5.0, SD=2.0) alumni compared to Southern alumni (M=3.6, SD=1.7). According-
ly, on average, Northern alumni had held two positions since their PhD, whereas the 
majority of Southern alumni were still in their fi rst position following PhD completion 
at the time of the survey (see Table 4). 

These data refl ect the reality that more Northern than Southern PhD students were 
enrolled at the beginning of the NCCR North-South programme. According to Upreti 
et al. (2012), it was diffi cult to recruit PhD students in the South at the start of pro-
gramme. For this reason, initially more MSc students were trained, some of whom 
continued on directly to pursue a PhD. For this reason, and because of steadily grow-
ing programme investment in the South, the percentage of Southern PhD students 
increased over time, whereas the number of Northern PhD students decreased.
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Table 4: Number of positions held since PhD. (N=83)

North

(N=39)

South

(N=44)

Total

(N=83)

First position after PhD, N(%) 15 (39%) 32 (73%) 47 (57%)

Second position after PhD, N(%) 16 (41%) 6 (14%) 22 (27%)

Three or more positions after PhD, N(%) 6 (15%) 4 (9%) 10 (12%)

Currently unemployed, N(%) 2 (5%) 2 (5%) 4 (5%)

The types of institutions where alumni worked after their PhD are shown in Figure 
8. The fi gures show that at the moment of the survey, the majority of alumni in both 
the North and South worked at a university or research institute. The percentage was 
even higher in the South, with nearly 70% of alumni working in academia. In general, 
we conclude that far more NCCR North-South alumni opted for research careers than 
careers related to sustainable development, for example, at NGOs or IOs.

This result was unexpected, as the NCCR North-South has sought to foster careers 
both within and outside of academia. In Switzerland, the percentage of alumni work-
ing in the private sector was much lower than before the PhD. Such career trajectories 
– beginning in the public or private sector and then entering or returning to a university 
or research setting – are rather unusual in academia. 

Figure 8: Types of institutions where alumni worked before and after their PhD. (N=83)

Thus, the NCCR North-South’s aim of contributing to careers in policymaking and 
decision-making in the global South was not immediately achieved among these alum-
ni, as most continued in scientifi c careers. However, this result may change, as some 
alumni may leave academia in the coming years and pursue other careers. A follow-up 
study would be needed to identify changes over time. 

Our data also show that alumni working in academia sought to infl uence policymak-
ing and decision-making as researchers: they frequently communicated with policy 
and decision-making stakeholders regarding their research. More than 50% of those 
working at universities or research institutes had been in contact with non-academic 
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stakeholders at least once in the 12 months leading up to the survey. Figure 9 shows 
the percentage of alumni who indicated that they regularly communicated with non-
academic stakeholders about their research (monthly contact or more often).

Figure 9:  Researchers’ level of contact with non-academic stakeholders (monthly contact or more 
often). (N=49)

In the South, more than 30% of alumni indicated regular contact with NGOs, and 20% 
reported regular contact with national and local governments. In the North, alumni 
were in more frequent contact with international organisations and donors. Thus, even 
if they did not personally work in sustainable development professions outside aca-
demia, NCCR North-South alumni continued the transdisciplinary approach promoted 
by the programme by frequently discussing their research with non-academic partners.

Moreover, according to their own reports, the majority of alumni continued their in-
volvement with topics of sustainable development in their work (77% in the North and 
100% in the South). The topics are shown in Figure 10. Again, topics related to natural 
resources were mentioned most frequently.

Figure 10: Topics with which NCCR North-South alumni are currently involved in their work. (N=83)
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Finally, our data show that the NCCR North-South’s strategy to avoid brain drain was 
successful: after completing their PhD, 84% of Southern alumni were working in their 
country of origin while 7% were working in another country in the South. Among 
Northern alumni, 74% were working in their country of origin and 19% were working 
in another country in the North (e.g., US or UK). Only 7% were working in a Southern 
country.

2.3.2 Professional status

Besides looking at NCCR North-South alumni’s type of employment before and after 
their PhD, we also examined their professional status or rank. A key NCCR North-
South goal was to promote obtainment of leading positions among alumni, especially 
Southern and female researchers. Our data show that this aim was achieved: the num-
ber of people in leading positions and middle management increased when comparing 
their last position before the PhD to their post-PhD position at the time of the survey 
(see Table 5). Among those who had worked before their PhD, 51% had the same 
hierarchical standing after the PhD, while 32% had obtained a higher position. The 
remainder were self-employed (e.g., as a consultant) either before or after their PhD, 
which cannot be assigned a specifi c hierarchical standing.

Table 5: Alumni in higher-ranked positions before and after their PhD.

Leading position

Middle 

management Total

Before PhD (N=47) 4 (9%) 11 (23%) 15 (31%)

After PhD (N=80) 17 (21%) 25 (31%) 42 (52%)

We also looked at the career development over time of those who had changed jobs 
once or several times following their PhD: two-thirds continued to have the same hier-
archical standing in each job; however, one-third eventually obtained a higher position 
in their second or third job following their PhD. Thus, in general, we conclude that the 
PhD had an important career effect among NCCR North-South alumni, and the career 
patterns indicate continuous progress towards high-level positions. 

Important North–South differences emerged regarding the hierarchical ranking of po-
sitions obtained. The positions before and after the PhD are indicated in Figure 11 for 
Northern alumni and in Figure 12 for Southern alumni.
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Figure 11: Positions before and after PhD in the North.

Figure 12: Positions before and after PhD in the South.

Before the start of the PhD, there was no difference between Northern and Southern 
alumni regarding their hierarchical rank at work. After the PhD, there were more South-
ern alumni (65%) in higher positions (e.g., middle management or leading positions) 
than Northern alumni (38%). This difference was statistically signifi cant (p=.002).

The career-boost effect in the South was impressive, equal to almost a 60% increase in 
leading or middle management positions among Southern alumni following their PhD. 
The great majority of these worked at universities or research institutes (see Figure 13).

From these results, we conclude that the PhD title had a very important effect on the 
careers of Southern alumni, especially those working in academia. When discussing 
our results with the responsible coordinators of the NCCR North-South in the South, 
they confi rmed that researchers with a PhD title are scarce in their respective coun-
tries; therefore, they are in demand at universities. For this reason, the PhD might have 
given Southern alumni a distinct advantage in the education sector. However, our data 
do not explain whether it was the PhD title itself that helped NCCR North-South alum-
ni obtain higher positions, or whether there were other factors related to the NCCR 
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North-South that played a role, for example, the large research network that alumni 
had access to or the skills in interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research they had 
developed within the programme.

Figure 13: Number of Southern alumni working in leading positions or in middle management. (N=28)

The percentage of Northern alumni in higher positions after the PhD was considerably 
lower. This could be because it takes more time for researchers/scientists to obtain a 
leading position in Switzerland than in the South. Our data appear to confi rm this as-
sumption, as only Northern alumni whose PhD was fi ve or more years behind them 
had obtained higher positions. Moreover, only two Northern alumni had completed 
their habilitation – an important prerequisite for a leading position at a university in 
Switzerland. More are expected to complete their habilitation in the coming years. 
Therefore, it is likely that the number of Northern alumni in higher positions will in-
crease over time. 

Another explanation for the differing post-PhD professional trajectory of Northern 
alumni may lie in the kind of research conducted within the NCCR North-South pro-
gramme and the somewhat “unorthodox” careers of Swiss alumni. In Switzerland, 
academic career paths are highly standardised. Leading positions such as professor-
ships or assistant professorships are typically given to highly specialised experts in 
one particular scientifi c discipline. Our results show that this kind of career was rather 
unusual among Northern alumni of the NCCR North-South. Most of them worked at 
the boundary between research and practical application – switching between roles 
outside academia to positions within universities and vice versa – and some changed 
scientifi c disciplines for their PhD. Northern alumni whose careers follow such paths 
may have more diffi culty obtaining leading positions at Swiss universities.

Moreover, the NCCR North-South’s transdisciplinary research approach – empha-
sising application-oriented research and working with non-academic actors – might 
hinder Northern alumni from experiencing a classic academic career trajectory. In 
Switzerland, publication of peer-reviewed articles in high-ranked journals is among 
the most important factors in obtaining leading positions within universities. However, 
NCCR North-South alumni sought not only to publish their results on behalf of the 
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scientifi c community, but also invested a considerable amount of time working to ap-
ply their results and communicating with non-academic partners. Learning more about 
whether the transdisciplinary research approach has hindered the academic career tra-
jectory of Swiss alumni appears crucial. 

Besides North–South comparisons, we also looked at gender ratios regarding obtain-
ment of higher positions (see Table 6), since the NCCR North-South has emphasised 
promotion of female researchers. Both in the North and South, the percentage of male 
alumni in higher positions did not differ from the percentage of female alumni in such 
positions. In other words, PhDs had the same career-boosting effect among Southern 
female alumni as seen among their male counterparts.

Table 6: Gender ratios regarding higher positions. (N=80)

Leading position

(N)

Middle 

management

(N)

Total

(N)

North-Male (N=17) 1 6 7 (41%)

North-Female (N=20) 1 6 7 (35%)

South-Male (N=32) 11 10 21 (66%)

South-Female (N=11) 4 3 7 (63%)

We were surprised to fi nd no gender differences in the North and South regarding hi-
erarchical positioning. The NCCR North-South’s goal of promoting female research-
ers in Southern countries appears to have been achieved. Particularly in the South, 
the value of the PhD title may outweigh societal attitudes that enforce a subordinate 
role among women, giving Southern women a particular advantage once they have 
achieved a PhD. In Switzerland, the percentage of female alumni in higher positions 
was somewhat lower than that of their male counterparts, but the difference was not 
statistically signifi cant.

Finally, we asked alumni for their own assessment of how their PhD affected their ca-
reer. When asked whether the PhD had provided them with the professional opportuni-
ties they expected, 41% in the North and 55% in the South said it had. Further, 68% in 
the North and 73% in the South felt their professional status had improved after their 
PhD. A signifi cant North–South difference emerged with regard to salaries (p=.03): 
while only 38% in the North reported a salary increase following their PhD, 63% in 
the South reported an increase.

2.3.3 Publications, awards, and acquisitions

Publications and awards are very important indicators of scholars’ advancement in 
their scientifi c career. For this reason, we asked alumni about their publications since 
their PhD. The results are displayed in Table 7. We only calculated the number of pub-
lications for alumni who indicated that they were still involved in academic research, 
which was the majority. The results show that most of the alumni had invested their 
time in peer-reviewed articles, with a median of two published articles among North-
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ern alumni and one published article among Southern alumni. This difference was not 
statistically signifi cant. Publications in book form were far less frequent, but the ma-
jority of Northern alumni had published at least one book chapter. This result can also 
be explained by the fact that the NCCR North-South published its own book series ti-
tled Perspectives, featuring contributions from current and former NCCR North-South 
researchers. We found no signifi cant North–South differences or gender differences 
regarding post-PhD publications.

Table 7: Number of publications after PhD.

None 1–2 3 or more

N S N S N S

Books (monographs) 22 (88%) 29 (78%) 3 (12%) 6 (16%) 0 2 (5%)

Book chapters 7 (28%) 20 (54%) 9 (36%) 11 (30%) 9 (36%) 6 (16%)

Peer-reviewed articles 6 (24%) 11 (30%) 8 (32%) 14 (38%) 11 (44%) 12 (32%)

Non-peer-reviewed 

articles
16 (64%) 24 (65%) 6 (24%) 5 (14%) 3 (12%) 8 (21%)

Reports 14 (56%) 23 (62%) 6 (24%) 3 (8%) 5 (20%) 11 (30%)

Note: N: North (N=25), S: South (N=37)

Besides publications, awards and presentations at scientifi c conferences are important 
career indicators. Two Swiss alumni and four Southern alumni received awards for 
their work. Nearly all alumni had participated at scientifi c conferences and presented 
their work after completing their PhD. We did not fi nd any noteworthy North–South 
differences or gender differences in this area.

Table 8: Number of conferences.

None 1–5 6–10

N S N S N S

Conference: participation 3 (12%) 1 (3%) 13 (52%) 19 (52%) 9 (36%) 15 (40%)

Conference: presentation  5 (20%) 8 (22%) 15 (60%) 17 (46%) 5 (20%) 12 (32%)

Note: N: North (N=25), S: South (N=37)

Finally, we also examined the acquisition of research and development projects among 
NCCR North-South alumni. About 12% in the North and South had acquired one or 
two research and development projects after their PhD, while 23% had acquired three 
or four projects. In Switzerland, most projects were fi nanced by Swiss funding agen-
cies such as the Swiss National Science Foundation (SNSF) or the Swiss Agency for 
Development and Cooperation (SDC). In the South, eight projects were fi nanced by 
Swiss donors, 13 by international donors, and nine by Southern funding agencies. The 
other projects were not further specifi ed. 
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2.4 Support received by NCCR North-South alumni

In the NCCR North-South, PhD students receive funding as well as training and career 
support. In this section, we analyse the alumni’s assessment of these different kinds 
of support and how they felt they benefi tted from the NCCR North-South. With re-
gard to funding, we show that most alumni fi nanced their PhD mainly by means of an 
NCCR North-South fellowship, but some had other sources of income as well, such 
as other fellowships or employment. In addition, we looked at the skills that alumni 
felt they improved within the NCCR North-South framework. As mentioned above, 
research for sustainable development demands that researchers have special abilities 
– such as communication, advocacy, and application skills. In this section, we show 
that most alumni felt they had strengthened these skills within the NCCR North-South 
programme, and the majority felt that these skills were required both for their PhD 
study and in their later career. We also found that Southern alumni benefi tted more 
than Northern alumni from capacity strengthening in these areas. Further, most alumni 
indicated that the various entities of the NCCR North-South – such as supervisors or 
the Management Centre – had supported them in their career. Finally, we show that 
our respondents valued the alumni network, but that the platform must become more 
user-friendly and more adapted to the specifi c needs of alumni.

2.4.1 Funding

Within the NCCR North-South, we distinguish between integrated and associated PhD 
students. Integrated students receive funding and training, whereas associated students 
receive less funding and may participate in training courses of their own volition. More 
than 80% of respondents in our sample were former integrated students. Most of them 
(76%) indicated having covered 50% or more of their research and living costs with 
NCCR North-South funding. Most of the associated students (78%) indicated having 
fi nanced 25% or less of their PhD with NCCR North-South funding. We conclude that 
the NCCR North-South substantially contributed to the funding of most alumni’s PhD. 

About 30% of alumni received another fellowship besides that of the NCCR North-
South. Moreover, 31% in the North and 16% in the South were employed by a univer-
sity during their PhD; 15% in both North and South were employed outside the uni-
versity; and 15% had other sources of income. Hence, many of the NCCR North-South 
alumni had to diversify their sources of income during their PhD, but for most of them 
the biggest portion of their funding came from the NCCR North-South.  

2.4.2 Capacity strengthening

More than 90% of the alumni in the North and South felt that at least one of the dif-
ferent NCCR North-South entities had contributed to their disciplinary, interdiscipli-
nary, and transdisciplinary skills. Southern alumni stated more often than Northern 
alumni that the NCCR North-South had contributed to strengthening the following 
skills: quantitative research methods (p=.003); qualitative research methods (p=.004); 
management and administration (p=.03); practical application of scientifi c knowl-
edge (p=.005); language (p=.005); scientifi c writing (p=.05); communication (p=.04); 
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teaching and lecturing (p<.001); and computer skills (p=.001) (Pearson’s chi-squared 
test). We conclude that Southern alumni benefi tted more than Northern alumni from 
the programme, particularly with regard to basic research skills (e.g., qualitative and 
quantitative methods) as well as the “soft skills” required for research (e.g., scientifi c 
writing, language, communication, and computer skills).

There are several possible explanations for this result. The supply of training oppor-
tunities might be smaller in Southern countries, and Southern alumni might have had 
fewer chances to develop and hone these skills in their previous education. For North-
ern alumni, the supply of such courses in Switzerland and Europe is vast and diverse, 
including scientifi c conferences, summer schools, postgraduate courses, and collo-
quia. Another explanation might be that Southern alumni answered more frequently 
according to the principle of “social desirability”, that is, tending to respond to survey 
questions in a manner that will be viewed favourably by others. 

As indicated in the introduction, training and career building takes place at different 
levels of the NCCR North-South. With these different entities of the NCCR North-
South in mind, we asked alumni who they felt had contributed most to strengthening 
their skills. The results are displayed in Table 9 (for Northern alumni) and Table 10 
(for Southern alumni).

Table 9: NCCR North-South entities contribution to specifi c skills: % agreement in the North.

North 

Super-

visor RG RC ITCs RTCs

MC 

Staff

Specifi c disciplinary knowledge 77 59 18 43 18 13

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 

knowledge
62 51 26 59 26 31

Quantitative research methods 41 28 8 21 15 13

Qualitative research methods 59 31 10 23 15 10

Management and administration 26 26 13 10 8 21

Leadership of employees 36 18 10 3 3 10

Practical application of scientifi c 

knowledge
59 36 26 31 13 15

Advocacy skills 31 18 10 13 5 13

Scientifi c writing 46 28 13 41 10 28

Language skills 18 18 8 13 5 26

Communication skills 39 28 8 28 10 18

Teaching/lecturing/learning skills 31 15 8 13 5 3

Computer skills 10 8 3 3 0 5

=0–25%

=26–50%

=50–75%

Note: The table shows the percentage of alumni who agreed that a par-
ticular entity of the NCCR North-South had contributed to a particular 
skill. The number of missing values varies from 10% to 19% across the 
different kinds of skills. RG=Research Group; RC=Regional Coordinator; 
ITCs=Integrative Training Courses; RTCs=Regional Training Courses; 
MC=Management Centre.
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The tables show that the supervisors, the research groups, and the Integrative Training 
Courses contributed the most to capacity strengthening, both in the North and South. 
Regional Coordinators and Management Centre staff were less relevant for strength-
ening capacity. This result is not surprising, since the latter were less involved in the 
daily supervision and training of PhD students than the others

Table 10: NCCR North-South entities contribution to specifi c skills: % agreement in the South.

South 

Super-

visor RG RC ITCs RTCs

MC 

Staff

Specifi c disciplinary knowledge 73 52 21 52 41 14

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary 

knowledge
55 66 32 71 57 21

Quantitative research methods 59 41 23 48 36 14

Qualitative research methods 77 55 23 57 43 16

Management and administration 32 46 34 11 9 27

Leadership of employees 34 32 23 25 9 9

Practical application of scientifi c 

knowledge
68 64 27 50 43 25

Advocacy skills 41 36 23 36 30 16

Scientifi c writing 77 52 32 61 46 32

Language skills 41 36 21 41 36 21

Communication skills 52 48 30 52 39 32

Teaching/lecturing/learning skills 66 32 18 41 36 18

Computer skills 30 27 16 14 18 11

=0–25%

=26–50%

=50–75%

Finally, we asked alumni whether the skills strengthened by the NCCR North-South 
were required for their PhD study and in their career. About 90% of alumni in the North 
and South agreed that disciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary knowledge 
were required both in their PhD study and career. The agreement was high in general 
for all other skills, with more than 50% agreeing that most of the skills strengthened 
within the NCCR North-South were required both for their PhD study and for their 
career.

Note: The table shows the percentage of alumni who agreed that a par-
ticular entity of the NCCR North-South had contributed to a particular 
skill. The number of missing values varies from 10% to 19% across the 
different kinds of skills. RG=Research Group; RC=Regional Coordinator; 
ITCs=Integrative Training Courses; RTCs=Regional Training Courses; 
MC=Management Centre.
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2.4.3 Career support and the Alumni Network

The majority of alumni said they had received career support in the NCCR North-
South. The percentage of alumni who reported having received career support was 
much lower in the North (64%) than in the South (89%) (p=.01). About 50% of alumni 
in the North and South had discussed their career with their supervisor. Moreover, 30% 
in the North and 50% in the South were introduced to strategically important people 
by their supervisor or received some kind of mentoring. And nearly 26% of alumni in 
the North participated in a course for professional skills development (e.g., workshops 
on work-life balance, time management, networking, holding presentations) offered 
by the Management Centre. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the NCCR North-South Management Centre estab-
lished and continues to maintain an Alumni Network. At the end of the questionnaire, 
we asked alumni whether they thought the network was useful, and whether it should 
be continued after completion of the NCCR North-South in June 2013.  

We found use of the network to be extremely low. Seventy-fi ve per cent of alumni 
were still in contact with other alumni. However, only 10% (four alumni) in the North 
and 16% (seven alumni) in the South actively used their alumni profi le on the NCCR 
North-South internal website. Only four alumni (North and South together) updated 
their profi le regularly, three Northern alumni uploaded their publications to the web-
site, and four Southern alumni contacted other alumni via the website. 

Interestingly, 79% in the North and 96% in the South felt that the Alumni Network 
should be maintained in the future – a result that appears at odds with the low use of 
the existing platform. We conclude that alumni indeed have an interest in the network, 
but that its current features are either not user-friendly enough or not relevant enough 
to motivate their active use.  

We also asked alumni what features they would appreciate in such a platform. Sixty-
eight per cent said they would highly appreciate access to libraries and journals; 54% 
said they would appreciate information about events and conferences; and 55% said 
they would appreciate job announcements. Fifty-four per cent even stated they would 
pay an annual fee for such services. For this reason, we recommend development of a 
new user-friendly platform that is adapted to alumni’s needs.
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3  Conclusions and Recommendations
The NCCR North-South is not a conventional research programme. Its two main fund-
ing agencies – SNSF and SDC – pursue very different goals: the SNSF funds research 
and aims to build scientifi c excellence in Switzerland, whereas the SDC’s overarch-
ing goal is to improve people’s living conditions in developing countries. The NCCR 
North-South is accountable to both institutions and therefore seeks to contribute to the 
aims of both.

The NCCR North-South has sought to support creation of a growing class of scien-
tifi c experts in the global South who contribute to more sustainable development in 
their countries – both in research and decision-making. It is hoped that once Southern 
alumni complete their PhD, they will go on to fi ll leading positions in their country 
and use their leverage to contribute to social change. In this sense, the NCCR North-
South differs from conventional development projects, because it does not necessarily 
or exclusively work with the poorest and most disadvantaged population groups them-
selves, but rather with highly educated people who have the potential to contribute to 
far-reaching changes in their country. 

With this approach, the programme runs the risk of further benefi tting population 
groups who already have the power and fi nancial resources to gain leading positions 
in their countries. Also known as the “Mathew effect”, this risk essentially refers to the 
process by which the rich get richer and the poor get poorer (Merton 1968). There is 
also a risk that those trained will obtain high-level positions that buffer them from the 
problems around them, such that they no longer care about sustainable development in 
their country. Or, “brain drain” could occur, whereby they simply leave their countries 
to fi nd better-paid jobs in wealthy countries. 

In Switzerland, the NCCR North-South seeks to train young researchers in research 
for sustainable development. For this aim, PhD students are given the chance to con-
duct research in developing countries, working together with researchers from other 
disciplines and with non-scientists. While living abroad and working together with 
local experts, the PhD students are exposed to complex and often volatile situations in 
the global South. On the one hand, they become experts in development-related top-
ics and learn how to link research with policy and practice. Their experience abroad 
might be considered a particular career asset. On the other hand, as mentioned above, 
the transdisciplinary research approach may pose risks for those wishing to pursue a 
“classic” academic career in Switzerland.  

In the following, we summarise our results in view of the aims of the NCCR North-
South and the risks outlined above. Moreover, we highlight once more the career pat-
terns of alumni and shed particular light on the experience of Southern and female 
researchers. Finally, we look ahead and offer some recommendations for the future.
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3.1 Conclusions

In drawing conclusions from our results, there are clear distinctions to be made be-
tween Southern and Northern alumni. In the global South, the NCCR North-South 
achieved its aim of training experts who go on to obtain leading positions. Most South-
ern researchers experienced a “career boost” after completing their PhD, with about 
two-thirds having obtained a higher position at the time of the survey. Moreover, most 
alumni stated that their professional status and their salary improved following com-
pletion of their PhD. As mentioned above, our data cannot show whether it was the 
PhD title itself that helped NCCR North-South alumni obtain higher positions in the 
South or whether other factors played a role.

Key fi nding 1: Southern researchers experienced a career boost after 
completing their PhD, with about two-thirds having obtained a higher 
position at the time of the survey.

Our data also clearly show that the NCCR North-South did not simply benefi t privi-
leged population groups in the South, but rather gave researchers from lower social 
strata the opportunity to start and/or maintain a research career and obtain a higher 
position. This is remarkable, since the literature describes how – both in the North 
and South – people whose parents have little or no formal education seldom aspire to 
higher education themselves (Trusty 1998; Marjoribanks and Mboya 2000). Indeed, 
this phenomenon was confi rmed in the North, with 66% of Northern alumni coming 
from higher social classes and 90% coming from highly educated families. 

The fact that two-thirds of the Southern alumni were from lower social strata is impor-
tant in view of the NCCR North-South’s goal of contributing to sustainable develop-
ment: researchers from lower social strata know the realities of disadvantaged popula-
tion groups from their own experience. Drawing on this experience, they are able to 
conduct research that benefi ts the poor and incorporates their perspective.

Key fi nding 2: The NCCR North-South did not simply reproduce existing 
elites in the South, but rather enabled researchers from lower social strata 
to pursue research careers and obtain high-level positions. 

In the North, the percentage of alumni who had obtained a higher-level position at 
the time of the survey was much lower than in the global South. The relative lack of 
a “career boost” in the North has yet to be explained. It is possible that this differ-
ence between Northern and Southern alumni will shrink over time – simply because 
advancement in a research career takes more time in the North than in the South. How-
ever, leaving time effects aside, it appears important to refl ect about the career patterns 
of scholars conducting transdisciplinary research in Switzerland. As mentioned above, 
this type of research does not always align perfectly with standardised academic ca-
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reers. Many NCCR North-South alumni in the North worked outside academia before 
starting their PhD and spent a considerable amount of time during their PhD working 
and communicating with non-academic partners. Further, many of them studied sev-
eral different disciplines, a few even switching from the social sciences to the natural 
sciences and vice versa. This kind of research clearly differs from the type of highly 
specialised, disciplinary research typically published in high-ranking journals – and 
it is the latter type that currently leads to academic career advancement in most cases. 
From the perspective of the NCCR North-South programme, it appears important to 
learn whether the career patterns of Northern alumni placed them at a disadvantage in 
traditional academic circles.

Key fi nding 3: In the future, it is important to carefully analyse whether 
researchers’ adoption of the transdisciplinary research approach limits 
their academic career in Switzerland. 

The NCCR North-South aimed to train experts both in research and decision-making. 
However, our results show that the majority of alumni – both in the North and South 
– opted for research careers within academia. This result was unexpected, as we ex-
pected more to obtain leading positions in development agencies, NGOs, IOs, and 
similar organisations. 

In the South, this result might be related to the job market. As mentioned above, well-
trained researchers with expertise from an international research programme are high-
ly valued by Southern universities. However, our data cannot indicate whether alumni 
were also well placed to obtain leading positions in policy or international develop-
ment organisations. One possible interpretation of our data is to assume that, in the 
South, the fi rst step is to “fi ll the reservoir” at universities, that is, to fi ll key positions 
with highly educated experts. The hope would be that these experts would then train 
students who will begin working directly in policy and practice. Only longitudinal 
research would be capable of showing such effects over time.

Key fi nding 4: Well-trained researchers with expertise from an interna-
tional research programme are highly valued by Southern universities.

The majority of Northern alumni and all Southern alumni stated that their work in-
volved issues of sustainable development, with natural resources cited most often. 
Further, we found that alumni were in frequent contact with non-academic partners, 
such as NGOs, IOs, governments, private industry, and extension staff. Of course, our 
data cannot show whether alumni actually contributed to more sustainable develop-
ment in their countries – but it does indicate that many alumni made a conscious effort 
to apply their knowledge and experience in practice. In this sense, they carried on the 
transdisciplinary research approach emphasised by the NCCR North-South.
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Key fi nding 5: NCCR North-South alumni continued to work in the fi eld 
of sustainable development after completing their PhD. 

We also found that more than 90% of Southern alumni remained in their country of or-
igin or worked in another country in the South. In other words, the “brain drain” phe-
nomenon was averted. Among Northern alumni, the majority worked in their country 
of origin at the time of the survey. We were surprised to fi nd so few Northern alumni 
employed abroad – especially considering that many of them had already worked in 
the developing world before starting their PhD and had spent several months or years 
in a developing country for their fi eldwork. However, we did not determine whether 
some simply had a Swiss employer but actually worked on location in a Southern 
country.

Key fi nding 6: The NCCR North-South did not cause “brain drain”. 

When it comes to promoting female researchers, the NCCR North-South’s aim was at 
least partly achieved. We were concerned – but not surprised – that fewer female re-
searchers than male joined the programme from the South. Our assumption that wom-
en have a harder time getting starting on the path to a PhD was confi rmed. Moreover, 
our data revealed that all female Southern researchers were from higher social strata. 
This suggests that it is diffi cult, if not impossible, for women from lower social strata 
in the South to gain entry to the second stage of higher education. 

On the other hand, our data revealed that – both in the North and South – the number of 
female alumni in higher positions following their PhD did not differ from the number 
of male alumni in such positions. Further, we found no gender differences whatsoever 
regarding women’s number of publications or awards. It appears that once women have 
gained access to higher education and research, their PhD seems to “outweigh” many 
obstacles posed by gender discrimination. However, the number of female Southern 
alumni was so small that caution is advised when drawing such conclusions.

Key fi nding 7: In the global South, it is more diffi cult for women to pur-
sue a PhD, especially if they are from lower social strata. But once they 
have gained access to higher education and earned a PhD, it seems to 
“outweigh” many obstacles posed by gender discrimination.

Most alumni agreed that the NCCR North-South had contributed to strengthening their 
skills and that these skills were required both for their PhD and in their career. South-
ern researchers seem to have benefi tted more from the NCCR North-South training 
than Northern alumni. One reason for this might be that training opportunities in the 
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global South are scarce, whereas in Switzerland, PhD students are offered a broad 
range of training opportunities, such as summer schools, conferences, or colloquia.

Our results also showed that – both in the North and South – supervisors played a 
very important role in capacity strengthening. Therefore, it is important to refl ect on 
how supervisors in the South can be supported in the future to provide optimal train-
ing to master’s and PhD students. They should also be sensitised to the importance of 
encouraging promising female students to enrol in PhD studies.

Both Northern and Southern alumni felt that working in research-group teams strength-
ened their capacity. Building such interdisciplinary research teams, which enable 
“on-the-job training” for PhD students, appears to be a valuable strategy for capacity 
strengthening. In addition, both Southern and Northern alumni felt that the training 
courses had strengthened their disciplinary, interdisciplinary, and transdisciplinary re-
search skills. Further, Southern alumni benefi tted from these courses in terms of ba-
sic research skills (e.g., qualitative and quantitative research methods) and soft skills 
(e.g., language and communication skills, scientifi c writing, and computer skills).

Key fi nding 8: The NCCR North-South has contributed to capacity 
strengthening both in the North and South, but Southern alumni have 
benefi tted even more than Northern alumni.

3.2  Recommendations for further training 
and research

The NCCR North-South programme is coming to an end. The funding agencies of the 
NCCR North-South – SNSF and SDC – launched the Swiss Programme for Research 
on Global Issues for Development (R4D) in 2012. Within this programme, about CHF 
100 million will be invested in partnership-based research. This programme will con-
tinue to fi nance PhD studies in the North and South, but investments are no longer 
being made in specifi c activities directed at research capacity development. 

Our data clearly show that investing in PhD training in the global South has important 
benefi ts for Southern researchers themselves and societal development more broadly. 
Once Southern researchers acquire a PhD, they are able to obtain high-level positions 
at universities, and may then contribute to the training of future researchers. Moreo-
ver, they are in constant contact with policymakers and decision-makers who may 
take advantage of the NCCR North-South’s accumulated knowledge and resources. In 
this sense, funding Southern PhDs has far-reaching effects in academia and society in 
developing countries. For this reason, we highly welcome the R4D’s commitment to 
continue such investment.
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Recommendation No. 1: Investing in PhD training in the global South 
clearly benefi ts Southern researchers and the societies in which they live. 
This investment should be maintained or even increased. 

Our evaluation further showed that the NCCR North-South training concept was high-
ly successful in developing research capacities, both in the North and South. Southern 
alumni especially benefi tted from the NCCR North-South training events. The train-
ings were crucial to their mastery of basic research skills. As described in the intro-
duction, the integrative training concept consists in partnering PhD candidates with 
researchers from other disciplines and with non-academic actors during joint fi eld-
work on a case study. The alumni in the North and South almost unanimously stated 
that they had benefi tted from this particular training approach and strengthened their 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research skills. While most academic training 
programmes will strengthen participants’ basic disciplinary research skills, interdisci-
plinary and transdisciplinary skills are also vitally important when it comes to research 
for sustainable development. We therefore highly recommend fi nding ways of secur-
ing funding to continue integrative training courses like those developed by the NCCR 
North-South (Herweg et al. 2012). A crucial component of this is the “training of train-
ers”: the training of key persons at Southern universities who will work as multipliers 
by training students and university staff themselves.

Further, Southern alumni in particular developed important soft skills through the pro-
gramme – such as language skills and scientifi c writing skills – that enabled them to 
publish internationally, to attend international conferences, and to receive recognition 
and improve their standing in the scientifi c community. Moreover, Southern research-
ers in particular established important connections with the governments in their coun-
tries. Such experiences should be published and shared with the international devel-
opment community, which needs to hear more from a Southern perspective. Indeed, 
strengthening the soft skills of Southern researchers is vitally important – it enables 
them to make their voices heard.

Recommendation No. 2: Aside from “on-the-job training”, specifi c train-
ing events are necessary to strengthen the interdisciplinary and transdisci-
plinary research skills required for research for sustainable development.  

Should further funding be invested in research capacity building, it will also be very 
important to continue the work of monitoring and evaluation. The present data has pro-
vided an initial glimpse of the effects of research capacity development in the global 
South. In our view, more specifi c information is needed about the context in which the 
capacity development in the global South takes place. Due to the high diversity of our 
Southern alumni – 44 alumni from 24 different countries – such contextual informa-
tion was beyond the scope of the present analysis. Many of our results would need to 
be looked at against the specifi c backdrop of each individual country, in terms of its 
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educational system, the relevance of science in local policymaking, and the relative 
standing of researchers and universities in society. Such information would enable a 
better understanding of the diffi culties and challenges confronted by alumni.

Another key challenge for the future is to learn more about the obstacles that Southern 
women face in pursuing a PhD and what can be done to improve their opportunities 
for higher education. Based on the experience of our Northern alumni, it also appears 
important to fi nd out more about the possible hindering effects of the transdisciplinary 
approach to research careers in Northern university contexts. In view of the R4D pro-
gramme, which is also transdisciplinary in nature, this issue will likely continue to be 
especially relevant.

Finally, we recommend conducting further research on NCCR North-South alumni’s 
contributions to development policy and practice, from their posts within and outside 
of academia. It would be very useful for further research programmes to learn how 
interactions with non-academic partners work best. Our data only revealed the fre-
quency of alumni’s interactions with non-academic partners. However, it would be 
very worthwhile to learn more about the kind and quality of their interactions, and 
possible outcomes of these interactions in terms of policies and decision-making.  

Recommendation No. 3: More research is needed on the specifi c con-
texts in which researchers in the global South are embedded, especial-
ly regarding the relevance of science in local policymaking, the relative 
standing of researchers and universities in society, and the obstacles to 
pursuing a PhD, particularly for Southern women.
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Appendix: Questionnaire

Educational Background 

 

1. What university degrees did you complete before starting your PhD? 

 
□ University degree (e.g. MSc, Lic) 
□ Postgraduate degree (e.g. Master of Advanced Studies) 
□ Other (please specify): __________________________ 
 
Discipline:  
Discipline: Other (please 
specify) 

 

University:  □ private 
□ state 

Country:  
Year degree awarded:  
Grant / fellowship:  □ not applicable 
 
Table above is shown for 3 different degrees. 
 
2. When did you start your PhD?  

 

Month:  Year:  
 
 
3. When did you complete your PhD? 

 

Month:  Year:  
 
4. In what discipline did you do your PhD? 

 

List of disciplines 
 
5. At what university did you submit your PhD? 

 
Name of University: _________________________________ 
 
6. In which country did you submit your PhD? 

 

Country: ________________________ 
 
7. In which countries did you conduct your field work? 

 

Country 1: _______________________ 
Country 2: _______________________ 
Country 3: _______________________ 
Country 4: _______________________ 
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8. How was your PhD financed? 

Multiple responses possible 

□ NCCR North South 
□ Other fellowship (please specify): 
□ Employment at University 
□ Employment outside University 
□ Contribu�on by parents or others 
□ Other source (please specify): ___________________________________  
 
 
9. What was the share of your NCCR North-South fellowship to your total income during your 

PhD? 

 

□ Less than 25% 
□ Between 25% and 50% 
□ 50% 
□ Between 50% and 75% 
□ More than 75% 
 
 
10. What was your personal motivation for doing a PhD?  

Please indicate on a scale of 1 to 4 the  relevance of the following items as a source of motivation: 
1 = not relevant  
2 = somewhat relevant  
3 = quite relevant 
4 = highly relevant 
  1 2 3 4 
Scien�fic interest □ □ □ □ 
Professional reputa�on □ □ □ □ 
Be�er job prospects □ □ □ □ 
Be�er salary □ □ □ □ 
Other □ □ □ □ 
 

 

11. Has the PhD in general offered you the professional opportunities you had expected? 

□ not at all 
□ more or less 
□ fully 
 
 
12. Do you think that your current salary is higher than it would be without a PhD?  

□ yes 
□ no 
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13. Do you think that your current professional status is higher than it would be without a PhD?  

 

□ yes 
□ no 
 

 

14. Do you feel that the following specific parts of your PhD were used in policy and practice by 

any of the listed actor categories? If so, please check appro priate box. 

 

 Data, informa�on Tools, methods, 
instruments you 

developed 

Specific 
recommenda�ons 

Local stakeholders □ □ □ 
Local government □ □ □ 
Na�onal government □ □ □ 
Local NGO □ □ □ 
Interna�onal  organisation □ □ □ 
 
 

Your Career 

 

15. Did you start your PhD directly after completing your MSc (within 6 month)?  

 

□ Yes 
□ No, I worked in other jobs before I started my PhD 
□ No, for other reason (please specify): 
 
16. In which type of institution did you work before your PhD?  

Multiple responses possible 
 
□ University of research ins�tute 
□ Interna�onal organisa�on (e.g. WHO, UNICEF)  
□ Interna�onal development agency (e.g. SDC, GIZ) 
□ Non-governmental organisa�on 
□ Na�onal government (e.g. Ministry of Health) 
□ Local government 
□ Private sector 
□ Other (please specify): ____________________________________________________________ 
 

  

 17.

 
Please list the institution(s) you worked for before your PhD (please only indicate the most 

important ones in terms of salary):

 

 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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18. For how many years did you work in other jobs before starting your PhD?  

 

�  Less than one year 
� Number of years: ___ 
 
 

19. Did you work in one of the following fields related to sustainable development?  

Multiple responses possible 
 

□ Interna�onal rela�ons 
□ Natural resources (water, forest, land) 
□ Poverty eradica�on 
□ Human rights 
□ Health / sanita�on 
□ Gender 
□ Ethnic minori�es 
□ Fair trade 
□ Migra�on 
□ Peace promo�on 
□ Other (please specify): _______________________________________________________ 
  

 
20. In which country or countries did you work before your PhD? 

 

Country 1: __________________________ 
Country 2: __________________________ 
Country 3: __________________________ 
Country 4: __________________________ 
 
 
21. What was your last position before you started your PhD (main source of livelihood)?  

 

�  Leading posi�on (e.g. Director, Head) 
□ Middle management 
□ Employee 
□ Intern, trainee 
□ Independent (e.g. consultant) 
 
22. Last position before PhD: Job description 

Please provide a short description of your work (e.g. project management in the field of sanitation, 
teacher in elementary school; etc.) 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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23. What was your first position after completing your PhD (main source of livelihood)?  

 (“First position” refers either to a new position you obtained directly after finishing your PhD, or a 
position you already held during your PhD and continued to hold after completing your PhD.) 

�  Leading posi�on (e.g. Director, Head) 
□ Middle management 
□ Employee 
□ Intern, trainee 
□ Independent (e.g. consultant) 
 
24. First position after PhD: Type of institution  

 

□ University or research ins�tute 
□ Interna�onal organisa�on (e.g. WHO, UNICEF) 
□ Interna�onal development agency (e.g. SDC, GIZ) 
□ Non-governmental organisa�on 
□ Na�onal government (e.g. Ministry of Health) 
□ Local government 
□ Private sector 
□ Other (please specify): __________________________________________________________ 
 
Name of ins�tu�on: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
25. First position after PhD: General description  

Please provide a short description of your work (e.g. project management in the field of sanitation; 
post-doc research in the field of migration; etc.). 
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

Country: _______________________________ 
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26. First position after PhD: Do you consider this position to be in the field of sustainable 

development? 

□ yes 
□ no (��  go to question 28)  
 

27. First position after PhD: Topic   

□ Interna�onal rela�ons 
□ Natural resources (water, forest, land) 
□ Poverty eradica�on 
□ Human rights 
□ Health promo�on 
□ Gender 
□ Ethnic minori�es 
□ Fair trade 
□ Migra�on 
□ Peace promo�on 
□ Other (please specify): _____________________________________________________________ 
 
Questions 23 to 27 also apply in case of a second, third and fourth position after completing PhD. 

 

28. Have you experienced one or more phases of unemployment (lasting 3 or more months) since 

your PhD? 

 

□ yes 
□ no ( go to question 30)  
 

29. For what reasons? 

 

□ No adequate jobs available 
□ Family work 
□ Con�nuing educa�on 
□ Private �me-out (e.g. travelling) 
□ Illness 
□ Other 
 
30. What was your career goal when you started your PhD? (Max. 2 responses)  

 
□ Scien�fic career 
□ Career in administra�on 
□ Career in poli�cs 
□ Private business 
□ Independent consultancy 
□ Career within na�onal development programmes 
□ Career within foreign or interna�onal organisa�on 
□ Other (please specify): ____________________________________________________________ 

��
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31. What was your career goal when you completed your PhD? (Max. 2 responses)  

 
□ Scien�fic career 
□ Career in administra�on 
□ Career in poli�cs 
□ Private business 
□ Independent consultancy 
□ Career within na�onal development programmes 
□ Career within foreign or interna�onal organisa�on 
□ Other (please specify): ____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Publications, awards, and acquisitions 

32. Please list the number of your publications with first and co -authorship: 

 

 During PhD A�er PhD 
Number of books (monographs)   
Number of edited books   
Number of book chapters   
Number of peer-reviewed ar�cles   
Number of non-peer-reviewed ar�cles   
Number of reports   
Number of policy briefs   
Number of educa�on materials   
Other (please specify):______________________________   
 

 

33. In how many scientific conferences did you participate during or after your PhD? 

 
 None 1–5 6–10 11–20 More than 20 
During PhD □ □ □ □ □ 
A�er PhD □ □ □ □ □ 
 
 
34. Please indicate the number of conferences at which you presented your research: 

 

During PhD: ______ A�er PhD: _______ 
 
 
35. Did you receive any awards during or after your PhD? 

 
□ yes: during PhD: _________________________________________________________________ 
 A�er PhD: ___________________________________________________________________ 
□ no 
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36. Have you successfully acquired funding for academic research projects? 

 

□ yes  
□ no (

��

 go to question 38) 
 

 

37. Please specify the following aspects for your research acquisition:  

 

Donor: _______________________________  Amount: _________________________________ 
   

□ During PhD 
□ A�er PhD 

 □ I acquired the project / funding on my own 
□ I acquired the project / funding together with 

my supervisor or research team 

 

(4x) 

 

38. Have you successfully acquired funding for other projects (e.g. development)? 

□ yes  
□ no (�  go to question 40) 
 
 
39. Please specify the following aspects for your acquisition:  

 

Donor: _______________________________  Amount: _________________________________ 
   

□ During PhD 
□ A�er PhD 

 □ I acquired the project / funding on my own 
□ I acquired the project / funding together with 

my supervisor or research team 

 

(4x) 

 
 
40. Are you currently involved in academic research? 

 
□ Yes, full-�me  
□ Yes, part-�me 
□ No (� go to question 48) 
 
41. What is your current position in research?  

 
□ Assistant / scien�fic collaborator 
□ Post-doc researcher 
□ Lecturer 
□ “Privatdozent” (only for Swiss Alumni) 
□ Assistant professor (CH: Assistenzprofessor/-in) 
□ Associate professor (CH: Ordinarius) 
□ I conduct research outside academia (e.g. in an NGO, ministry, etc.) 
□ Other (please specify): ____________________________________ 
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42. What percentage of your working time did you invest in research during the past 12 months? 

 
___ % of working �me 
 
 
43. Do you consider your research to be in the field of sustainable development? 

 
□ yes  
□ no  
 
 
44. During your research activities, do you usually work alone or with other scientists?  

 
□ Alone (�� go to question 46) 
□ With other scien�sts  
 
 
45. Whenever you work with other scientists, do you usually work in disciplinary or in inter-  and 

transdisciplinary teams?  

□ Disciplinary  
□ Interdisciplinary 
□ Transdisciplinary 

 

46. How often did you communicate with the following people regarding your research in the last 

12 months? 

 Never Once or twice Every two or 
three months 

Monthly Weekly More o�en 

Scien�sts in your 
department 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Scien�sts from other 
ins�tu�ons in your country 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Scien�sts in other countries □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Non governmental 
organisa�ons (NGOs) 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Interna�onal organisa�ons 
(e.g. WHO, UNHABITAT) 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Interna�onal donors (e.g. 
OXFAM, SDC, SAREC) 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Extension staff □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Government in the country 
where you are conduc�ng 
your research 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Government in your 
country of origin 

□ □ □ □ □ □ 

Private industry □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Others:_________________ □ □ □ □ □ □ 
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47. Have you completed your habilitation or are you currently working on your habilitation?  

□ No  
□ Yes, I am working on my habilita�on 
□ Yes, I have completed my habilita�on 

 

Support received in the NCCR North-South 

48. In how many ITCs (Integrative Training Course) or RTCs (Regional Training Course) did you 

participate? 

Number of ITCs: _________      Number of RTCs: _________ 

 

49. Did the different entities of the NCCR North -South contribute to strengthening the following 

capacities? 

 

Please fill each checkbox with a number:  
1 = yes 
2 = no 
0 = not applicable 
 

 Super-
visor 

IP/WP RC ITCs RTCs MC 
Staff 

Specific disciplinary knowledge       

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary knowledge       

Quan�ta�ve research methods       

Qualita�ve research methods       

Management and administra�on       

Leadership of employees       

Prac�cal applica�on of scien�fic knowledge       

Advocacy skills       

Scien�fic wri�ng       

Language skills       

Communica�on skills       

Teaching/lecturing/learning skills       

Computer skills       
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50. Were these skills required for your PhD study  and / or in your career?  

 

Please fill each checkbox with a number: 
1 = yes 
2 = no 
0 = not applicable 
 

 PhD study Career 

Specific disciplinary knowledge   

Interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary knowledge   

Quan�ta�ve  research methods   

Qualita�ve research methods   

Management and administra�on   

Leadership of employees   

Prac�cal applica�on of scien�fic knowledge   

Advocacy skills   

Scien�fic wri�ng   

Language skills   

Communica�on skills   

Teaching/lecturing/learning skills   

Computer skills   

 
 
51. Did the fact that you were part of the NCCR North-South network contribute to your finding a 

job? 

 
□ yes  
□ no (�� go to question 53) 
 

 

52. How did the fact that you were part of the NCCR North -South network contribute to your 

finding a job? 

 

Multiple responses possible 
 
□ The job was/is within the NCCR North-South network (e.g. post-doc)  
□ The job was/is at a partner ins�tu�on of the NCCR North-South 
□ I started working with my employer ins�tu�on / organisa�on during my PhD (e.g. through a PAMS)  
□ I received the call for applica�ons through the NCCR North-South network 
□ Other (please specify): ____________________________________________________________  
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53. What kind of career support did you receive from the NCCR North -South or other sources? 

 

Multiple responses  possible 
 

 

Supervisor NCCR North-
South post-

doc or senior 
researcher 

HIP RC MC Outside 
NCCR 
North-
South 

Discussions about career □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Job offers □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Being introduced to people □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Career-related courses □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Childcare support □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Mentoring □ □ □ □ □ □ 

None □ □ □ □ □ □ 

Other (please specify): _________ □ □ □ □ □ □ 

 
 

Alumni network 

 
54. Are you still in contact with other NCCR North-South alumni? 

 

□ yes  
□ no (�� go to question 56) 
 
 
55. With how many NCCR North-South alumni are you still in contact?  

 

□ None 
□ 1-5 
□ 6-10 
□ 11-20 
□ More than 20 
 
56. Have you actively used your alumni profile on the NCCR North-South website? 

 

□ yes  
□ no (�  go to question 58 ) 
 
 
57. What features of your alumni profile have you used?  

 

□ I have updated my profile regularly (once a year or more o�en) 
□ I have uploaded my publica�ons 
□ I have contacted other Alumni 
□ I have consulted the NCCR North-South website (e.g. journal and publica�on database, informa�on     

on career opportuni�es, etc.) 
□ I regularly read the NCCR North-South internal newsle�er  
□ I read informa�on about new NCCR North-South publica�ons, projects, and events 
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58. Do you think the alumni network should be maintained after the end of the NCCR North-South 

(July 2013) 

 

□ yes  
□ no (��  go to question 60) 
 

59. If yes, for what purpose?  
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

60. What features of the Alumni Website would you be interested in for the future?  

 Not at all Minimally Moderately Highly 
Access to library and journals □ □ □ □ 
Informa�on about events and conferences □ □ □ □ 
Job announcements □ □ □ □ 
 
 
61. Would you be interested in other features? (please specify)  

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
62. Would you be willing to pay an annual financial contribution to the alumni network?  

 
□ yes 
□ no 
 
 

Demographics 
 
63. Sex 

 

□ Male 
□ Female 
 
 
64. Country of origin 

 
List of countries 
 
 
65. Year of birth: ________ 
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66. Number of children 

 

□ No children 
 

□ First child, age: ___ 
□ Second child, age: ___ 
□ Third child, age: ___ 
□ Fourth child, age: ___ 

 
 

 

67. What is the highest educational degree your mother and father achieved? 

 
 None or pre-

primary 

education 

Primary 

education 

Secondary 

education 

Post-

secondary 

(non-tertiary) 

education 

(e.g. 

vocational 

programme) 

First stage of 

tertiary 

education 

(University 

degree) 

Second stage 

of tertiary 

education 

(PhD) 

Mother  □ □ □ □ □ □ 
Father □ □ □ □ □ □ 
 

 

68. How would you classify your parents’ social status?  

 

□ Upper class 
□ Upper middle class 
□ Lower middle class 
□ Lower class 
 
 

Open questions 
 
69. What did you like in the NCCR North-South? 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
70. What did you dislike in the NCCR North-South? 

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
71. What should be done differently in the new IGS?  

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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The NCCR North-South Dialogue Series presents refl ections 
on research topics of concern to programme members 
throughout the world. dialogue

Where are they now? After a decade of investment in capaci-
ty development of Southern PhD students, the Swiss National 
Centre of Competence in Research (NCCR) North-South wanted 
to fi nd out what had become of its alumni. The fi ndings were 
surprising, and contradicted the widespread assumption that 
a research programme such as this perpetuates a class of eli-
tes in the South by enabling only students from higher social 
strata to further consolidate their favourable position in society. 
The survey results clearly showed that the NCCR North-South 
has provided people in disadvantaged positions in developing 
countries with the chance to advance their careers. Obtaining a 
PhD produced a clear career boost among alumni in the South: 
at the time of the survey, two-thirds of Southern alumni held 
a high-level position such as director of a research institute. 
Most crucially, the NCCR North-South did not contribute to the 
phenomenon of brain drain: more than 90% of Southern alumni 
questioned were working in a Southern country. Finally, the ma-
jority of alumni in the North and South continued to work in a 
fi eld related to sustainable development. 

As an international research programme on global change and 
sustainable development, one of the aims of the NCCR North-
South is to improve research structures in Switzerland and in 
the South. To this end, it provides research funding and training 
for Swiss and Southern PhD students, with Swiss students con-
ducting their research in the global South in close collaboration 
with local researchers on site. Using a capacity development ap-
proach, the NCCR North-South seeks to educate experts who use 
the positions they acquire in policy and research fi elds to directly 
contribute to sustainable development. NCCR North-South alum-
ni are expected to obtain high-level positions either in research 
or in policymaking and decision-making professions. The pre-
sent report is based on a survey of 83 NCCR North-South alumni 
– former PhD students; it was conducted in an effort to establish 
whether the NCCR North-South’s aims were achieved.
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